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81. INTRODUCTION 
THE OBJECT of this paper is to give simple explicit formulas for the multiplicity p and the 
characteristic polynomial A(t) associated with a weighted homogeneous polynomial in 
several complex variables, having an isolated critical point at the origin. 
Let C” denote complex m-space andf(z) =f(zl, z2, . . . , z,) a polynomial function in 
m complex variables. The locus of zeros off(z) 
V = {z E cm If(z) = O} 
is called the associated algebraic variety (hypersurface). 
The topology of Y at a point x was studied by Milnor [2]. Intersect V with a small 
sphere S, = S$“-’ centered at x and consider the set 
K= Vn S,. 
It is shown [2, $4.81 that the mapping Q(z) =f(z)/If(z)l from S, - K to the unit circle is the 
projection map of a smooth fiber bundle. Each fiber F, = Q-‘(e”) c S, - K is a smooth, 
parallelizable (2m - 2)-manifold. 
The point x is singular if all partial derivatives aflazi vanish at x, i.e. ifShas x as critical 
point. Otherwise x is a simple point. A singularity is called isolated if in some neighborhood 
of x all other points are simple. If x is an isolated singularity of V, then K is a closed (m - 3)- 
connected (2m - 3)-manifold and F, has the homotopy type of a bouquet of (m - l)- 
spheres. Their number, ,u, is strictly positive [2, 96.5 and $7.11. 
We obtain S, - K from F x [0,27c] by identifying F x 0 and F x 2n by a homeomor- 
phism h: F -+ Fcalled the characteristic map. Since F has the homotopy type of S;l-’ v * .* 
v.Y’-~ the induced map N 
h,: H,,_l(F; C) +~I&,,-~(F; C) 
is of particular interest. Denote its characteristic polynomial by 
A(t) = det(t1, - h,), 
where I is the identity map of F. 
t Partially supported by NSF Grant GP-13285. 
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Brieskorn [I] and Pham [4] computed p and A(t) for varieties defined by polynomials 
of the form 
f(z) = ZlO1 + zza2 + .*a + z/m. 
The aim of this paper is to find ,U and A(t) for the larger class of polynomials defined below. 
Let WI, w2, . ..( w,,, be positive rational numbers. The polynomial j(z,, z2, . . . , z,,,) is 
weighted homogeneous of type (wl, w2, . . . , w,) if it can be expressed as a linear combination 
of monomials z:zF * - * zf,y for which 
iJw, + i,/w, + *** + im/w, = 1. 
Remark. Clearly every weighted homogeneous polynomial must vanish at the origin. 
If the origin is a simple point off-‘(O), then some wi must equal 1. Otherwise, if the origin 
is a critical point, it is clear that wi > 1, . . . , w,,, > 1. 
THEOREM 1. Letf(z,, . . . . z,) be a weighted homogeneous polynomial of type (wl, . . . , w,,,) 
having an isolated critical point at the origin. Then H,_ l(FB; Z) is free abelian of rank 
/I = (WI - l)(w, - 1) * * * (w, - 1). 
Thus this product is an integer, even though the wi themselves may not be integers. 
For a classification of those weighted homogeneous polynomials which have an isolated 
critical point at the origin, we refer to Orlik and Wagreich [3]. 
In order to state our result on the characteristic polynomial A(t) we need the following 
definitions. 
To each manic polynomial (t - q)(t - CQ) * * * (t - a& with CI~, LX~, . . . , ctk E C*, the 
multiplicative group of nonzero complex numbers, assign the divisor 
divisor((t - a,) ***(t - CQ)) = (al)+ *a* + (ak) 
thought of as an element of the integral group ring ZC*. Introduce the special notation 
An = divisor(t” - 1) = <l> + <5> + *** + <5”_l> 
where 5 = exp(27ci/n). It will also be convenient o introduce the idempotent element 
E,, = n-IA,, 
which belongs to the rational group ring QC*. The ring identity element A1 = E1 = (1) will 
be written briefly as 1. 
Given the integers a,, az, . . . , a, denote by [a,, . . . , aJ their least common multiple 
andby(a,,..., a& their greatest common divisor. Note the multiplication rules 
Aa Ai, = (“3 b)A,, b] and E, Eb = E,,, al. 
THJZOREM~. Letf(z,, . . . . z,,,) be a weighted homogeneous polynomial of type (wl, . . . , w,) 
having an isolated critical point at the origin. Express the weights in irreducible form as 
wt = u&t, i = 1,2, . . . , m. Then the characteristic polynomial A(t) of the linear transformation 
h,: H&F; C) -+ H,_,(F; C) 
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is determined by 
divisor A = (w~E,,~ - l)(wz J%, - 1) *a. (wnk,, - 1) 
=(l$ A,, - l)(o,%,, - l)~~~(Dm-lAu,- 1). 
In Section 4 this result will be used to describe the homology of K. 
$2. THE RANK OF H,,-I(&; 2) 
We interpret ,u as in 12, $71 as the local degree at x of the mapping 
f ‘: (cm,lx) --) (Cm, 0) 
defined by 
6% ‘.., z,) ‘+ (af/oz,, * * * 3 ~f/%?l). 
LEMMA 1. If a polynomial mapping G: C” + Cm is such that the i-th component of G(z) 
is a homogeneous polynomial of degree di, and if G-‘(O) = 0 then the local degree of G at 0 
is equal to d,d, - * * d,,, . 
Proof. The hypersurfaces G,-‘(O) c Cm extend to projective hypersurfaces Hi c P”(C) 
of the same degrees. The total intersection multiplicity of Hi, . . . , H, is equal to the product 
$ - - - d,,, of degrees. But the intersection HI n + * - A H,,, clearly consists of the single point 
0 E C” c P”(C). 
THEOREM 1. Letf(z,, . . . , z,,,) be a weightedhomogeneouspolynomial of type (w,, . . . , w,) 
having an isolated critical point at the origin. Then H,,,-l(FB; Z) is free abelian of rank 
,u = (WI - l)(wz - 1) * * * (w, - 1). 
Proof. Express each weight as an irreducible fraction Wi = Ui/Vi, i = 1,2, . . . , m. 
Let d=[uI,..., u,] denote the least common multiple of the numerators and define the 
integersq,=d/w,,i= 1,2 ,..., m. We introduce the auxiliary map 
G(r,, . . . . z,) = (214’ , . . . ) Z,““) 
so thatf 0 G is homogeneous of degree d. Then the i-th component off’ 0 G is a homogeneous 
polynomial of degree d - qi . So the local degree off’ 0 G at 0 is (d - q,)(d - q2) - - - (d - q,,,). 
Dividing by the local degree qlqz - * - qnl of G at 0, we see that the local degree p off’ is equal 
to 
as required. 
d- 41 d- qz - * - . . . y = (wl - l)(w2 - 1) *’ * (w, - 1) 
41 92 
$3. THE CHARACTERISTIC POLYNOMIAL 
Let 
A(t) = det(t1, - h,) 
denote the characteristic polynomial of the linear transformation 
h,:H,,,-,(F; C) -+H,,_,(F; C) 
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defined in Section 1. Assume that V is defined by a weighted homogeneous polynomial 
having an isolated critical point at 0. It is proved in [2, $9.41 that the fiber F of the fibration 
F --t S, - K -+ S’ is diffeomorphic to the non-singular hypersurface 
F’ = (z E cm If(z) = l}. 
As characteristic homeomorphism from F’ to itself one can choose the periodic unitary 
transformation 
h(z1,zz,..., z,) = (exp(2ni/w,)z,, exp(27ci/w,)z,, . . . , exp(2ni/w,)z,). 
The characteristic polynomial of h is computed by Milnor [2, $9.5 and 9.61 as follows. 
Let hj: F’ --* F’ denote the composition of h with itselfj times. Denote by xi the euler number 
of the fixed point manifold of hj. Define a sequence of integers sl, s2, s3, . . . by the formula 
xn = c Sj. It is not difficult to show that the numbers sj are almost all zero. Furthermore 
Iln 
it is shown in [2] that sj is always divisible by j. 
THEOREM 12, $9.61. The euler numbers xi of the fixed point manifolds of the various 
iterates h’: F’ + F’ are related to the characteristic polynomial A(t) of h, by the formula 
where I,, = Csj. 
An 
In other words 
A(#-““’ = (t - l)/ JJ(t’ - 1)“j’j 
i 
(- 1)” divisor A = I - C(Sj/j)Aj 
= 1 - csjEj. 
The proof in [2] is based on the Weil zeta function of the mapping h. 
Using Theorem 1 we can now give a more explicit expression in terms of the weights 
W 1, -*-, W m, where wi = ui/v,, in irreducibIe form. Define a sequence x1, xZ, . . . of numbers 
by the formula 
(1) 1 -x,,=n{l -wiIn-Omodui}. 
(By definition xn = 0 if there is no wi with n = 0 mod ui .) Define the numbers sl, s2, . . . by 
the formula 
Xn = C sj. 
An 
THEOREM 2. The numbers sl, s2, . . . defined above are integers, almost all zero, and 
divisor A = (- I)‘“(1 - C Sj Ej). 
Proof. It is sufficient to show that xn, as defined by (1) is equal to the euler number of 
the variety F(n) defined by the equations 
fh, 2-2, . . *, GJ = 1 
exp(2M/w,)z, = z1 
exp(2Cz/w,)z, = z, . 
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Renumbering the variables, if necessary, we may assume that 
n E 0 mod Ui for i I k. 
n f 0 mod Ui for i > k. 
Then the last equations become z, + i = . * * = z, = 0; hence 
F(n) = {(zlY . . . , zk) i.f(% . . . , zk, 0, . . . , 0) = I}. Note that the polynomial f(z,, . . . , z,, 
0 , . . . , 0) is weighted homogeneous in k variables. It has no critical points other than the 
origin. For by hypothesis, the gradient off(z,, . . . , z,,,) at any point (z,, . . . , z,, 0, . . . , 0) # 0 
is non-zero; and this gradient vector, being invariant under the linear transformation 
h”(zr, . . . , z,) = (zl, . . . , zk , exp(2nin/w,+ &k + 1, . . . , cq$%n/w,)z,), 
aust be tangent to the plane z~+~ = a.* = z, = 0. (Compare [2, p. 221.) Thus, thinking of 
f(Zi )...) z,,o )...) 0) as a weighted homogeneous polynomial in k variables, the associated 
tiber in Ck is precisely F(n). 
By Theorem 1 therefore 
p(F(n)) = (wl - 1) * * * (wk - 1) 
and hence 
X(F(n)) = 1 + (- l)k-‘p(F(n)) = 1 - (1 - wi) **a (1 - wk). 
Gvidently, this completes the proof. 
Given a completely arbitrary m-tuple (w,, . . . , w,) of positive rationals, define rational 
lumbers Xj(W1, . . . , w,,J and Sj(Wl, . . . , w,) by the formulas (1) and (2) above. In addition, 
lefine the element 
d(w,, . . . . w,) E QC* 
)y the formula 
3) s=(-l)m(l -j~,lsj(w,,...,w,,)Ej). 
rhus,if(w,, . . . . w,,,) is the m-tuple of weights of Theorem 2, then 6(w,, . . . , w,,,) = divisor A. 
THEOREM 3. The identity 
fxw,, . . . . w,)@wm+l, . * ., w&J = 6(w,, * * * , M$) 
s valid in QC*. 
Proof. Let Xi, Sj be the sequences associated with wi, . . . , w,; let Xi’, sj’ be associated 
vith w,,,,,, . . . , wp; and let Xj”, sj” be associated with the composite p-tuple. 
The formula (1 - Xi”) = (1 - Xj)(l - Xi’), or equivalently 
X. N = Xn + X”’ - xnxn’, 
~110~s from definition (1). Substituting Xn = C sj this becomes 
iln 
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Next the formula 
(5”) Sn” = s, + s,I - c % Sb’ 
[a, b]=n 
will be proved by induction on n. It is certainly true for n = 1. Adding the alleged equations 
(5,) over all divisorsj of IZ we clearly get the true equation (4,). It follows by induction that 
(5,) is true. 
Now multiply (5,) by the element E, and sum over n. Since (s,E,)(s~Eb) = s,~,‘Er,~, , 
this yields 
(6) Zs,,“E, = c&E, + Xs,,‘E” - (%,E,)(%;Eb) 
or in other words 
1 - Q,“E, = (1 - Zcs, E,,)(l - Cs,‘E,). 
Multiplying the two factors on the right by (- 1)” and (- l)p--n’ respectively, this proves 
Theorem 3. 
THEOREM 4. Letf(z,, . . . , z,,,) be a weighted homogeneous polynomial of type (wl, . . . , w,,,) 
having an isolated critical point at the origin. Express the weights in irreducible form as 
Wi=Ui/Vi,i=1,2,..., m. Then the characteristic polynomial A(t) of the linear transformation 
h,: I&,,_,@‘; C) -+H,_,(F; C) 
is determined by 
divisor A = (w,E,, - l)(w,E,, - 1) ... (wm&,, - 1) 
= (v;lAUl - l)(v;‘A,, - 1) *** (V;lAum - 1). 
Proof. More generally, for any m-tuple (wl, . . . , w,) of positive rationals, we will 
show that the expression 
W%, * * * > W,) = ( - l)“(l - ~Sj(Wj ) . . . ) Wm)Ej) 
is equal to (w,E,,, - 1) * * - (w,,, E,,m - 1). Together with Theorem 2, this will complete the 
proof. 
First suppose that m = 1. Then clearly xj(wl) is equal to either w1 or 0 according as 
jrOmodu, orjfOmodu,. Hence 
sj(wl) = w1 if j = u1 . 
Sj(Wl) = 0 if j#u,. 
This proves that 
6(w,) = -(l - w,E,,) = wlEui - 1, 
and it follows by induction that 
d(w,, * *. 3 w,,J = (WI&, - 1) *.* (w,n%, - 1) 
as required. 
Note that Theorem 4 can be reformulated as follows. 
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COROLLARY. divisor A = C (- l)m-s Wi, * * * Wi, ECuil, .,,, ur.l 
to be summed over all the 2” subsets {iI, . . . , i,} of { 1, . . . , m}. 
Consider the manifold 
$4. THE HOMOLOGY OF K 
K =f-‘(0) n s, 
of dimension (2m - 3) associated with an isolated singularity in C”. The homology of K is 
related to the characteristic polynomial A(t) as follows. 
THEOREM [2, $81. The manifold K is a homology sphere (and when dim K # 3 actually a 
topological sphere) if and only ifthe integer A( 1) is equal to f 1. 
In fact it is shown in [2] that K is (m - 3)-connected, and that the order of Hm_,(K) 
(using reduced homology if m = 2) is equal to ]A( 1)1. Here the “ order ” of an infmite group 
is defined to be zero. 
If the divisor of a manic polynomial A is known as a linear combination of the divisors 
Ar (compare Theorem 4 and its Corollary), then A(1) can be computed easily as follows. 
LEMMA 2. Setting divisor A = a,A, + * - * + a, A,, define two numbers K(A) and p(A) 
by the formulas 
K=a,+ . . . + a,, p = 2a23a” . . . f.. 
Then K and p are non-negative integers, and 
A(1) = p if K = 0, 
A(1) = 0 if K > 0. 
It follows that A(1) > 0. 
Proof. Since 
divisor A = rcA, + Xa,(A, - A1) 
where A, - A1 is the divisor of the polynomial 
(t’ - 1)/(t - 1) = 1 + t + **. + f-1 
it follows that 
A -(t) = (t lyJJ(l + t + . *. + fr-l)or. 
Substituting t = 1 the conclusion follows. 
Mote that K(A) is just the highest power to which (t - 1) divides A(t). Alternatively, 
K(A) can be described as the (m - I)-st or (m - 2)-nd Betti number of the manifold K. In fact, 
since the linear transformation h, has finite period, it can certainly be diagonalized by a suit- 
able choice of basis for H,,,_,(F’; C). Proceeding as in [2, pp. 67-681, the conclusion follows. 
The following may help to simplify the computation of K and p. 
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LEMMA 3. Suppose that the divisor of the polynomial A is equal to 6(w,, . . . , w,,,) where 
each Wi = ui/vi is a rational number greater than 1; and where each of the numerators ul, . . . , u, 
is relativelyprime to each of ukflr . . . , u,. Then there exist polynomials A1 and AZ with 
divisor A1 = 6(w,, . . . , w,J, divisor AZ = 6(w, + 1, . . . , w,). 
Furthermore K(A) and p(A) are determined by the integers rci = K(A~) and pi = p(Ai), i = 1, 2, 
according to the formulas 
~44 = ~1x2, ,W = ~1~~~2~‘. 
Proof. Setting 
@w,, ***, w,)=CaiAi and &_w,+,, . . . . wm)=C b,Aj 
with a,, bj E Q, note that each i with a, # 0 is prime to each j with bj # 0. Hence Ai Aj = Ali, 
so that 
(7) divisorA=&w, ,..., w,)~(w~+~ ,..., w,)=CaibjAij. 
Thus the products ai bj must all be integers. Since a1 = (- 1)” and b, = (- l)m-k it follows 
that the ai and bj are also integers. 
To show that Xai Ai is actually the divisor of a polynomial (rather than just of a rational 
function) it is necessary to carry out an analogous argument, using the divisors of the 
cyclotomic polynomials (in place of the Ai) as a basis. Details are left to the reader. 
Remark. If A(t) is actually the characteristic polynomial associated with f (zl, . . . , z,,,) 
as in Theorems 2 and 4, then making use of Orlik and Wagreich [3], one can prove the 
following sharper statement. The polynomial f can be deformed, without changing the wi, 
into one of the form 
fi(z,, . . * 7 zk) +f2(zk+l, *.‘Y zm)> 
where fi and f2 again satisfy the hypotheses of Theorems 2 and 4. Hence A, and A2 can be 
now interpreted concretely as the characteristic polynomials associated with fi and f2. 
To complete the proof of Lemma 3, it is only necessary to note that the formulas 
K = 1c~7c~ and p = plK2pZK1 follow easily from formula (7). 
We conclude with a numerical example. If 
f(Z1, z 2) z3) = 215 + z1z26 + z37 
with w1 = 5, w2 = 1512, wg = 7, then the rank of the homology group H2(F4) is equal to 
(w1 - lNw2 - I)(% - 1) = 156. Lemma 3 clearly applies; in fact 
divisor A1 = (A, - 1)(4_A,s - 1) = 2A,, - A5 + 1 
so that ICY = 2, p1 = 152/5 = 45; and divisor A2 = A, - 1, so that K~ = 0, p2 = 7. Hence 
the order A(1) of the homology group HI(K3) is equal to 
450 * 72 = 49. 
This value of A( 1) could also be determined by first carrying out the explicit computation 
A(t) = (tlo5 - 1)2(t35 - l)- ‘(t15 - l)-‘(r7 - l)(t’ - l)(t - l)-’ . 
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